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On 1/17/67, CHARLES HARV CORNWELL, 3521 Haynie, . . 

- telephone LA 2-1787, member of Army Reserve and employed by | 

_,Cjty of Dallas Planning Commission, advised on 1/15/67, TOM 

7 BAUGH backed into CORNWELL's automobile at Snyder Plaza. . 

BAUGH had no driver's license and did not show any identification 

BAUGH accused CORNWELL of being “one of the gang to get BAUGH". 

BAUGH stated that tbe KENNEDYs had BAUGH put in an institution 

jn Florida and that BAUGH's father had authorized an operation 

_ on BAUGH's brain. BAUGH further told CORNWELL that he was a 

former FHA appraiser in Miami, and was in Dallas collecting. 

information to write a book to compare the assassination of) 

. * KENNEDY to- the assassination of LINCOLN. ; . oy Pe ET 

On 1/16/67, BAUGH appeared at the City Planning Office, 
stating that he wanted CORNWELL‘'s Job. — a 

. BAUGH was described as white male, 50 to 55 years of V/ 

age, 5°11", medium build, gray hair, thinning, worn long and 

combed back, neat dresser, wears glasses and spoke as if he were 

well educated. BAUGH was driving a Volkswagen panel truck, color 

gray, bearing 1966 Florida license 1G97. ce 
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Ker AT MIAMI, FLORIDA Will check registration on 196 ET 

Florida license 1G97, and furnish information regarding TOM "~ 

BAUGH to Bureau and Dallas. ’ 2     
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